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expectation is part of the playing experience. the value of the resource is in what we expect. the
expectations on the garritan library are different. it's purpose is to allow the user to have the
opportunity to create a demo recording of a piano or an acoustic piano where they can play it
themselves rather than listen to a recording and look for mistakes and inconsistencies. to my

knowledge, pianoteq and keyscape have no expectations, they are there to create a clean recording.
the garritan library has expectations. it's purpose is to present a recording of a piano where the user

can play along and the recording can be used as a guide for crafting a scene. the user hears a
recording, not the recording of the user. i said that i have the garritan library because it is a library i
enjoy. i have spent hundreds of hours watching and learning about the recordings and perfecting my

own interpretation of the many recordings i enjoy. to clarify, i do not have an "eidetic memory of
memory" of what each individual recording sounds like because it can be quite difficult to capture

what a recording really sounds like if i am not sitting right in front of it. there are many nuances that
have to be captured along with the recording itself so that in order to recreated the recording in a

virtual format you have to have an understanding of the recording's function and intent. the garritan
library is not about playing along with the recording, it's about capturing the key sounds so that
other users can create a demo recording of the real recordings they are capturing. the garritan
library comes with many samples of each key sound so that users can edit and create a demo

recording that will be comparable to a real recording. the problem with the garritan library is that
even a demo recording taken from it is usually not as good as the recording itself because the

recording is not about the demo recording. the demo recording is about capturing the sounds with
the intent of enabling a user to create their own demo recording. as a result, the demo recording will

usually lack the nuances and nuances that you need in order to recreate the original recording.
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is the ydp 165 software that the
user needs to download and
install? if so, i'll go check that

out. the user doesn't really need
a computer to download the ydp
165. any sugguestions on other
software? thanks, hey, thanks so

much for your time, help, and
the forums! i've been searching
for more features like the piano

collection, and your research has
been spot on. very happy that
the pianoteq site offers links to
3rd party websites on their faq.
i've been using midi keyboards,
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these ultrasonic ones that are
often used for lead playing, for

many years now, and am excited
about being able to use those in
the studio, but will have to invest

more in them. i've also been
poking around the intarsia site,
looking at those i've also been

learning how to play on the
yamaha ydp-165 using a

program called pianoteq and i
wanted to know if there was any

better software out there for
digital pianos. if there is, i would

greatly appreciate it. thanks!
thanks for your quick response.
i'll look into your post. i would
prefer software that gives me
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the freedom to control and
shape the sound of the piano
rather than a "just play me"

product. if the ydp-165 has midi
and usb ports, i would like to be
able to play the piano through
midi devices while recording,

editing, and copying the sound.
this seems like a promising
product. thanks, this is very

helpful. i have a question, if you
can help. i am trying to get some
impressions on the cv1d. what is
your take on it? it sounds great,
but i haven't made a production
level piano mix yet, just a tiny

little song track. i heard it has a
nice rich sound. would you
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recommend this for film scoring
or would you consider cv1d more

for a live performance? thanks
again! 5ec8ef588b
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